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Figure 1: Sherpa Gene: a web-based visual analytics application for genomics incorporating attention-based computational
steering. The gene track and gene expression heatmap display the user’s current focus. The ideogram (bottom) serves as the data
space view on which the user controls the yellow navigation window, which governs computational priority.
A BSTRACT
We present Sherpa, a computational steering mechanism for progressive visual analytics that automatically prioritizes computations
based on the analyst’s navigational behavior in the data. The intuition is that navigation in data space is an indication of the analyst’s
interest in the data. Sherpa implementation provides computational
modules, such as statistics of biological inferences about gene regulation. The position of the navigation window on the genomic sequence over time is used to prioritize computations. In a study with
genomic and visualization analysts, we found that Sherpa provided
comparable accuracy to the offline condition, where computations
were completed prior to analysis, with shorter completion times. We
also provide a second example on stock market analysis.
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I NTRODUCTION

As per the definition of visual analytics (VA) [35], many VA applications require significant computations—such as clustering [19], word
embedding [14], and inferential statistics—to be run on new datasets
prior to presentation to the user. However, real-world datasets are
increasingly reaching a volume and complexity where such computation can be forbiddingly costly in terms of time and resource
which the analyst may not be able to spare. To remedy this, big
data analytics [12] is increasingly turning to partial, progressive, and
incremental methods, where instead of waiting for computation to
finish prior to viewing the data, the user is shown an intermediate
view of the data that is continuously updated throughout the computation [1, 47]. While advanced database techniques can provide
reliable partial results of even large datasets [13], we could be using

our computational resources more efficiently if we knew which part
of the data the user was interested in. For example, given ten years
of stock market data, clustering stock trends for each time segment
starting from the beginning of the recorded time period is inefficient
if the user is only interested in the stock from last year. Unfortunately, to ensure efficient usage of the tool, most current interfaces
for this kind of computational steering [27, 43] of time-consuming
algorithms often require the user to have significant expertise of the
computation itself, which only few data analysts possess.
We propose S HERPA, a method for leveraging the user’s attention
to implicitly derive priorities for computational operations on a
dataset. The idea is straightforward: Sherpa provides a data space
view (Figure 1) where the user can control their current locus of
attention using a navigation window. For example, in the 10-year
stock market example, the user may pan and zoom their navigation
window to focus solely on the last year in the dataset. Sherpa uses
the dynamically changing navigation window to implicitly derive the
priority of computation for each portion of the dataset. The Sherpa
scheduler will prioritize finishing calculations for those areas of the
dataset that the user has expressed an interest in using the navigation
window. The main visualization will show a progressively updating
view of the currently selected subset of the data as computation
proceeds. Priorities decay over time, allowing the user to change
their focus throughout an analysis process.
The Sherpa method is independent of application, and could be
applied to any dataset provided that computations can be localized
to specific regions of the data, such as the stock market, time-series
data, and local network metrics. We have implemented Sherpa in
two application domains: genomics and stock market. In the human
genomics application, where multiple data modalities—gene expression and DNA methylation—across four cell types (colon, lung,
breast and thyroid) and their corresponding normal tissue are spatially indexed over genomic position across 23 chromosomes (over

3 billion possible positions in total). The computations in this application are statistical inferences that reveal mechanisms underlying
gene regulation and expression. The progressively updated visualization (Figure 1) shows a track displaying gene location and structure
within the focused genomic region, another track displaying genomic blocks of significant methylation difference between tumor
and normal tissue, and a heatmap of gene expression across multiple
tissues. The tool will gradually add multiple small scatterplots and
block tracks to the main visualization view for statistically significant tests (based on correlation and block overlap computations).
The data space view uses the spatial position within the chromosome
to order data, and the user’s movement of the navigation window
will change the priorities of which data to compute.
We have evaluated our Sherpa implementation for the genomics
application under three conditions: (1) a classic static condition,
where only the final computation is shown to the user (which serves
as a baseline); (2) a progressively updating condition, where the
display updates as computation proceeds but where the user cannot
steer the computation; and (3) a Sherpa condition, where the user’s
navigational behavior on the sequence will steer the order of computation. In our study, participants were asked to answer high-level
questions about specific aspects of the data. Our results show that
implicit computational steering using the Sherpa approach provides
significant time improvements for tasks that are specific to known
gene locations (e.g., specific genes of interest). This suggests that
computational steering can be beneficial for visual analytics, even
when the user lacks the expertise to control the computation.
We propose the following contributions: (1) the Sherpa method
for implicitly deriving computational priorities for a dataset based
on the user’s navigational behavior in data space as a proxy of their
attention; (2) a Sherpa implementation for genomic data (Sherpa
Gene) for multiple tracks over an entire chromosome sequence,
where the computation calculates test statistics based on genomic region overlaps and correlation of quantitative measurements indexed
by genomic location, as well as one for stock market data (Sherpa
Stock) for calculating market indicators at scale for a massive financial dataset; and (3) results from a user study comparing implicit
computational steering using Sherpa with two baseline conditions
for the genomics application.

The tremendous leap in computational power over the last few
decades has so far mostly benefited confirmatory analysis, where
the analyst initializes a model and executes it, waiting minutes,
hours, and sometimes days for the computation to finish. A more
exploratory data analysis [38], such as those supported by interactive visualization and analytics [35], requires a tightly optimized
feedback loop with latency of at most 10 seconds (often around 0.5
seconds [25]). To make big data analytics [12] responsive in such
interactive and exploratory settings, recent work has proposed the
concept of progressive visual analytics (PVA) [1,47], where intermediate results are continuously fed back to the visualization to show
gradual progress. While PVA nominally includes computational
steering as one of its main components [47], few practical implementations provide steering capabilities. The original ProgressiVis
Python toolkit [11] has “optional input slots”, but these are never explained in detail. Zgraggen et al. [47] evaluate PVA for three output
conditions, including blocking, instantaneous, and progressive, but
do not involve user-controlled steering in their study. PANENE [20]
is a progressive tree structure for nearest neighbor computations, but
does not expose steering controls to users.
In contrast, Badam et al. [1] explore user interfaces for PVA in
particular, providing process controls (pause, stop, and progress bars)
and algorithm-specific options for controlling the ongoing execution.
However, the process controls are simplistic, whereas the algorithm
options merely expose the raw parameters of the computation, and
thus require some expertise to manipulate. The incremental query
visualizations proposed by Fisher et al. [13] provide similar basic
controls for pausing, resuming, and canceling an ongoing query. Finally, a recent progressive implementation of t-SNE dimensionality
reduction allows the user to control which part of the data to focus
on first [29]. This approach is highly relevant to our approach in that
it provides a user-controlled Magic Lens [5] that will also steer the
computation. However, the approach is specific to t-SNE, and does
not focus on the navigational behavior as a proxy for attention.
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2.3

BACKGROUND

Our work straddles several topics: computational steering, progressive visual analytics, mixed-initiative interaction, and visit wear.
2.1

Computational Steering

Many computational algorithms, particularly for scientific and
simulation purposes, are extremely resource-intensive and timeconsuming, often requiring massive computational clusters. For this
reason, the notion of computational steering —interactive control
over a computation during execution [39]— is very attractive, as it
allows the scientist or engineer to guide the process in real-time in
order to faster converge on a desirable solution. Mulder et al. [27]
enumerate uses of computational steering as model exploration,
algorithm experimentation, and performance optimization. Examples of well-known computational steering environments include
SCIRun [28], Progress/Magellan [41, 42], and VASE [18]; some applications include fluid dynamics (CFD) [7], program and resource
steering [41], and high performance computing (HPC) platforms [4].
Most computational steering mechanisms are explicit, in that they
give the user control over the ongoing computation using operations
that are specific to the domain. However, this requires significant
expertise on behalf of the user. Recent efforts have focused on
coupling interactive visualization with computational steering to
display intermediate results as well as provide direct controls. World
Lines [44], Nodes on Ropes [45], and Visdom [32] are all examples
of such integrated steering environments, typically used to control

multiple runs of the same or related simulation models with slightly
perturbed inputs. Similarly, VASA [23] is a VA system for asynchronous computational steering of large simulation pipelines.
2.2

Progressive Visual Analytics

Mixed-Initiative Interaction

Computers are typically treated as tools, albeit highly advanced ones,
but new trends are proposing a computer-as-partner paradigm [2, 3],
where the digital medium itself is an active participant. One example
of this paradigm is mixed-initiative interaction, where people and
computers alike contribute to solving a task together [16, 17]. Incidentally, this type of dialog between man and machine is a canonical
form of visual analytics [35], where a human’s analytical process is
aided by computational processes and visual interfaces.
Several examples of mixed-initiative interaction applied to visualization exist. Endert et al. [8, 9] propose semantic interaction, where
the user’s interaction is back-propagated into statistical models, allowing them to learn and change based on the user’s implicit input.
Finally, the VASA tool [23] lets the analyst explore “what-if” scenarios by interleaving their decision-making with computer simulations
of weather, supply chains, and roads.
2.4

Visit Wear and View Mining

Examples of visit wear both include navigation histories [34], such
as for web browsers, as well as the geographic footprints on online
maps suggested by TrailMap [48] and GroupTrail [46].
What if we could determine user interest merely by what part
of a digital object they view? View mining uses machine learning
methods to extract common viewpoints based on user interaction
data. Singh and Balakrishnan [33] mine camera movements in 3D
space to extract optimal viewpoints for a scene. Most relevant to

Sherpa, Lagun and Lalmas [24] and Grusky et al. [14] study the
concept of “viewport time”—the position of a user’s viewport on a
document over time—as an indication of user attention. In Grusky’s
study, navigation behavior was strongly correlated with eye-tracking
data, yet requires no specific and costly hardware to capture.
3 ATTENTION FOR C OMPUTATIONAL S TEERING
The Sherpa model is an implicit form of computational steering for
priority-based processing of a dataset based on user’s attention. The
intuition behind the model is to prioritize computations on those
areas of the dataset that the user deems important. We derive user
attention from the location and dimensions of an interactive navigation window on an overview representation of the dataset (data
space view). Figure 2 gives an overview of the Sherpa interface.

Figure 2: Overview of the Sherpa user interface components.
3.1 Basic Model
Sherpa is a general model that can be instantiated for specific applications, datasets, and computations. It makes a few assumptions
about the application that we outline below.
First of all, Sherpa requires a dataset with natural location-based
semantics; this could either be truly spatial, such as for locations on
a map or positions in a gene sequence, or temporal, such as positions
in time. The dataset should be of sufficient size where it cannot just
be trivially processed prior to shown to the user; in such a case, the
Sherpa method (or any other PVA method) is not necessary.
Second, Sherpa requires a corresponding computation on the
dataset that can be performed on data items in random order. In other
words, the computation must be parallelizable so that a particular
computation has no dependencies to results for other parts of the
data. Note that it is possible that computations could be restricted to
chunks of items—such as genes in a genome—instead of individual
items, as long as there are sufficiently many chunks so that their
order of computation is significant.
Third, the method requires a visualization that (1) can represent a
specific subset of the dataset, and (2) can be progressively updated
over time as new calculations are completed. The former property is
required so that the user’s navigation in data space actually affects
the main visualization view (otherwise there is no purpose of the
user to navigate in the data space view); the latter is also needed so
that the view can be refreshed as new results are produced.
3.2 Steering Functionality
Given an application that fulfills the above assumptions, Sherpa
maintains a central priority queue for each data item (or chunk of
items). The queue is initialized so that each item has the same priority at the start of computation, and the items are ordered based on

the semantic position in the dataset. Thus, if the priorities are never
changed, the computation will proceed from whatever is defined
as the “beginning” of the dataset to its “end.” The computation
executes one data item at a time, which has the highest priority but
is not processed in the queue at the time of execution.
Starting from when the Sherpa application is launched, a concurrent computational engine will run computation based on the priority
queue. A practical implementation will realize this engine either as
a background, multi-threaded process, or on the server side.
The Sherpa interface includes a basic steering panel, modeled
after work by Badam et al. [1], which provides simple steering controls that interface with the computational engine: starting, stopping,
and pausing the computation. The panel also shows current progress.
3.3 Data Space View
Given a dataset with location semantics, the data space view is a
spatial representation of the dataset. Depending on the application,
the data view can be 1D or 2D in nature: for a gene sequence or
timeline, for example, it would be represented by a single dimension,
whereas for a geographic map or spatial data structure, it would be
two-dimensional. A key aspect of the data view is that it communicates the position in the dataset using labels, ticks, or grid lines
(or a combination of these), allowing users to orient themselves and
navigate accurately in the spatial dimension. The view also contains
a summary visualization, a priority queue, and a progress indicator.
3.4 Navigation Window
Finally, the navigation window on the data space view represents the
user’s attention on the dataset, which will guide the computational
steering. It is represented by its extents: for a one-dimensional
data space, this is a simple interval [emin , emax ], whereas for a twodimensional one, it is a bounding box [xmin , ymin , xmax , ymax ]. As
such, the navigation window is initialized at the beginning of the
exploration to cover the entire dataset [0, 1] or [0, 0, 1, 1] (inclusive).
Interacting with the navigation window can be done by panning
(translating the extents) or zooming (changing the size of the window
emax − emin ). The main visualization window should be synchronized to always display only the portion of the data that is currently
selected by the navigation window. Typically this is done by, for example, moving the window by dragging on the window itself using
a mouse or finger touch (panning), changing window dimensions
by dragging on one of the window borders using a mouse or finger
(zooming), or changing the window size by rotating the mouse wheel
or pinching (zooming). The extents will be kept in the range [0, 1].

Figure 3: Mining attention as navigational behavior over time.
3.5 Mining Attention
The final piece is leveraging the user’s attention. We use the navigational behavior of the user as a proxy for their attention. We base
this on the intuition that the user’s interaction with the navigation

window in data space is a representation of which part of the data
the user is interested in. The behavior of the navigation window is
then used to adjust the priority of each data item.
More specifically, we view attention as the position and dimension of the navigation window over time. Let us assume that the user
confers a constant 1.0 units of attention on the view per time unit.
If the entire dataset of N items (or segments of items) is within the
navigation window, then each item will be receiving 1.0/N units of
attention per time unit. No specific item will be receiving more attention than the others, leaving the priority queue unchanged. However,
if the navigation window is zoomed, reducing its size to a smaller
n < N, then all of the items still within the new navigation window
will be receiving 1.0/n of attention per time unit. Numerically integrating this attention over time will enable Sherpa to essentially
model user attention on the dataset (Figure 3).
Since attention may change over time, we also introduce a temporal decay function that gradually reduces the accumulated priority of
each data item over time. We have experimented with several decay
functions; the most useful is a radioactive decay function:
  t
1 t1/2
P(t) = P0
2
where P0 is the initial priority, t is the time parameter, and t1/2 is the
half-life of the priority decay. Values for specific constants will need
to be determined for each application.
Finally, while we have not focused on collaborative aspects in this
work, the method does allow for modeling the attention of multiple
analysts based on their navigational behavior on the data space view.
This will provide a mechanism for a team to collectively steer the
computation. However, the accumulation of attention over time may
have to be modified to prevent one user from gaming the system
by shrinking their navigation window to incur a high attention on a
small part of the dataset, thus prioritizing only their view.
4

S HERPA

FOR

G ENOMICS DATA

To showcase the Sherpa framework, we developed an interactive
visual analytics tool—S HERPA G ENE—that uses Sherpa to support
attention-based computational steering in functional genomics (Figure 1). This tool fulfills the general Sherpa requirements as follows:
• Dataset: We use genomics data, gene expression, and DNA
methylation indexed by location within the human genome.
• Computation: Our user group is interested in understanding
mechanisms in which DNA methylation regulates the expression of genes of interest in cancer and corresponding normal
tissue, and whether these mechanisms are consistent across different tumor types. To understand these mechanisms, statistical
inferences are used based on measuring correlation between
DNA methylation and gene expression within specific tissues
(understanding mechanism within tissue), correlation between
expression or DNA methylation across tissues (understanding
the consistency of mechanism across tissues), and overlap of
regions of differential methylation in cancer (understanding the
consistency of mechanism across tissues). The computations
required to calculate these statistical measures of biological
importance are easily parallelizable.
• Visualization: We use several progressive visualizations that
summarize the current focused region: a genes track indicating specific genes contained in the region of interest, a gene
expression heatmap showing similarity (and dissimilarity) of
expression for multipe tissues, scatterplots showing trends in
expression or DNA methylation within and across multiple
tissues, line tracks showing DNA methylation values at their

corresponding genomic position, and region tracks showing regions of differential methylation in different tumor types from
which the overlap of these regions of interest can be observed.
The interactive workflow of Sherpa Gene typically involves exploring specific regions of interest. Therefore, we use the user’s
genomic location within the chromosome to steer the computation.
4.1

Dataset

Sherpa Gene contains human transcriptome data from the Gene
Expression Barcode Project [26] for 105 different tumor and normal
tissues. The database also contains methylation signal data [36] for
6 different tissue types and includes both cancer and tumor samples.
We selected four tissue types in the implementation: colon, thyroid,
breast, and lung, across two different conditions: tumor and normal.
Overall, the database contains over 50,000 rows of gene expression
data per gene and over 480,000 rows of DNA methylation data at
specific locations in the human genome. We also include regions
of differential DNA methylation between tumor and corresponding
normal tissue (referred to as “blocks”). The number of blocks range
from 1,000 to 2,000 regions across different cancer types.
4.2

Computational Algorithms

Our data includes three data modalities indexed by genomic location:
gene expression, DNA methylation at specific locations, and blocks
of differential DNA methylation between tumor and corresponding
normal tissue. While there are many types of computations that can
be applied to such data, Sherpa Gene implements the following:
• Promoter DNA Methylation-Gene Expression Correlation: Correlation between the DNA methylation and gene
expression of specific tissues (normal and tumor). DNA methylation is the best understood epigenetic mechanism of gene
regulation. Measuring the correlation between DNA methylation and expression in a specific tissue provides insight into
this mechanism for specific genes in a tissue of interest.
• Methylation Block Overlaps: Identifying genomic regions
where DNA methylation is statistically different between tumor and corresponding normal tissue is essential to understand
the role of DNA methylation in cancer. Once these regions of
interest are identified for each tumor type of interest, computing the overlap of these regions across tissues provides insight
about the consistency, or uniqueness, of this mechanism across
cancer types, which is a characteristic of biological importance.
We compute the ratio of block overlap between pairs of tissue
for a specific genomic region.
• Gene Expression or DNA Methylation Correlation: Correlation between gene expressions or DNA methylation between
pairs tissues within a genomic region. This indicates similarity
in gene regulation between tissues. Similarities of interest are
those tumor types that show similar gene regulation, as well as
normal tissues that show similar gene regulation.
• t-test for Differential Expression or Differential Methylation: We also compute a t-statistic for expression or DNA
methylation between pairs of tissue within a genomic region.
We do this to measure the dissimilarity in gene regulation
across pairs of tissues. As above, dissimilarities of interest are
those tumor types that show different gene regulation, as well
as normal tissues that exhibit different gene regulation.
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Figure 4: Example charts from Sherpa Gene (also see Figure 1 for the genes track and heatmap for gene expression across breast, colon,
thyroid, and lung tissues). (A): Methylated Block track: indicating differentially methylated genomic regions within which DNA methylation
is significantly different (according to an offline statistical inference) between tumor and the corresponding normal tissue for the four tissues
under study; (B): Methylation line track: shows the difference in DNA methylation between tumor and corresponding normal tissue at specific
genomic positions; (C): Scatterplot of gene expression for two different tissues, illustrating correlation between gene activity in those tissues;
(D, E): Scatterplot of gene expression for two tissues, illustrating difference of gene expression in those two tissues measured by a t-statistic.

for a specific focus region has finished, the computation will continue
on other genomic regions based on accumulated priorities.
4.4

Figure 5: Detail of a chromosome ideogram—an idealized depiction of a chromosome—used as a data space view in Sherpa Gene.
Navigating the chromosome will steer the server-side computation.

4.3

Steering Interface

Our prototype implements the Sherpa steering interface at the bottom
of the display. The steering control panel (Fig. 1) allows for starting
and stopping the server-side computation. The data space view is
implemented as a chromosome ideogram (Figure 5), which is an
idealized graphic representation of a chromosome. The navigation
window is a yellow region showing the current focus. A progress
bar shows the current status, which will gradually begin to fill in
with a transparent blue color as the computation proceeds.
Moving the navigation window on the data space ideogram will
both steer the computation as well as govern which visualizations
will be shown in the main view (see below). Pilot testing caused us
to immediately give regions inside the navigation window in Sherpa
Gene top priority. If the user does not navigate, or if the computation

Progressive Visualization

The main view of Sherpa Gene is consumed by progressive visualizations that show the currently selected genomic region of focus.
Additional charts showing results are added as they are produced.
More specifically, the genes track (Fig. 1) is shown in the top of
the main view to provide an overview of the genes within a region.
A heatmap (Fig. 1) with cell and tissue types as rows, and genes
as columns allows for comparing expression values. Methylation
block overlaps (Fig. 4A) are shown in a stacked blocks track for all
tumor types. A DNA methylation values line track (Fig. 4B) makes
it possible to investigate changes and trends in detail. The space
below these charts is used for adding scatterplots (Fig. 4C, D, E),
one by one, each representing correlations in expression or DNA
methylation between normal and tumor tissue types.
4.5

Implementation Notes

The Sherpa Gene implementation uses a client/server architecture.
The client interface was developed with modern web technology:
HTML5, JavaScript, and CSS3, along with Polymer 2.0 [31] and
the Epiviz web component library [21]. The backend server consists
of (1) a MySQL database, which stores the genomic data; (2) the
Epiviz data provider [10], which extracts data from database; and (3)
a computational server, that runs all the computations and provides
a websocket endpoint using the Python Flask framework. The data
provider ensures fast retrieval of the data from the MySQL server,
and the websocket connection enables streaming results back from
server to client through chunks when one batch is finished.

5

Q UALITATIVE E VALUATION

The goal of the Sherpa toolkit is to enable an analyst to steer a computational process using their navigation alone. Thus, we are building
on the notion of progressive visual analytics [11], which does include
both visual updates (output) as well as computational steering (input), but which does not stipulate how computation should be guided.
Our hypothesis is that the interest-based computational steering (progressive input and output) that Sherpa embodies will perform better
than just gradually updating the visualization (progressive output
only). To test this hypothesis, we conducted a qualitative expert
review [37] using our Sherpa Gene implementation.
5.1

Participants

We recruited in total 5 participants (4 male, 1 female): 2 from a
visualization group and 3 from a bioinformatics lab at our university.
Participants were between 24 and 33 years of age, had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision, and were experienced computer users. In
particular, all participants had significant experience in visualization,
bioinformatics, or computer science, had research training, and were
well-versed in visualization and genomics.
5.2

Experimental Design

We organized each session into three within-participant conditions:
• Blocked: In this condition, the computation was completed
prior to a trial commenced, thus giving the user immediate access to the full results. The participants were merely informed
of the full execution time required to perform this computation (5-6 minutes depending on genome size); they were not
required to wait for the duration of this time. The experimental software used was our genomics prototype application—
Sherpa Gene, as described in the previous section—but with
progressive and steering functionality disabled.
• Progressive output: Here, the computation was launched at
the same time as the trial was started, but the Sherpa attentionbased steering functionality in our tool was disabled. Thus, the
computation proceeded from the beginning of the genome until
it reached its end (which, as stated above, took approximately
5-6 minutes). During this time, the main visualizations in the
genomic application were progressively updated, and participants could interact with the tool to perform tasks. Participants
could use the data space view and navigation window to move
around the dataset, but their navigation was not used to modify
priorities; i.e., there was no computational steering support.
• Progressive output & input: In this condition, we enabled the
full Sherpa functionality, including attention-based computational steering. Computation started simultaneously with the
trial, and participants had full access to all features of the tool.
5.3

Task and Procedure

For the purposes of the expert review, we asked our participants to
answer a collection of five tasks related to a specific chromosome.
With three conditions, we created three separate such sets of tasks
for three different chromosomes. These were balanced between the
three conditions, but the order of conditions was always the same to
enable precomputation to finish prior to each session for the initial
blocked condition. Given that our study is qualitative, we think that
the lack of counterbalancing had little impact on our results. In
fact, presenting the non-progressive version first, where all data is
immediately available, provides a useful baseline comparison.
Participants were encouraged to solve tasks in any order. We
asked participants to follow a think-aloud protocol, and recorded
their utterances. The experimenter took extensive notes, and the software stored an interaction log. Each session lasted 45–55 minutes.

The tasks were exclusively location-based in nature, i.e., about
genomic regions containing a specific gene of interest that a participant could navigate to using the data view. While this certainly
favors the Sherpa method, where navigational behavior will affect
computation order, this was precisely the purpose of our expert review. We wanted to understand the utility of this method rather than
study completion time and task accuracy for a fully ecologically
valid use case. We leave such studies for future work.
6

R ESULTS

We first report results from the evaluation as well as the think-aloud
comments, then describe observations and post-study interviews.
6.1

Performance Results

All five participants successfully finished the tasks in all three experimental conditions. When first starting the application, participants
all experimented with the data space view and navigation window to
understand the steering functionality. They were pleased to see results gradually update as computation proceeded in the background.
One participant said, “I don’t care about how the computation works,
but I think showing intermediate results is absolutely necessary.”
Compared with the progressive output condition, the Sherpa functionality gave participants more perceived control over the visualizations, thus making it easier to access the results. While we did not
measure the time for individual tasks, we observed that participants
spent less time in total to finish the tasks in the Sherpa condition than
with progressive output. Three participants said they were frustrated
when they realized there was no interactive steering in this condition.
With respect to the blocked condition, where computations were
pre-completed, the overall usage time for finishing all five tasks was
only slightly faster than the Sherpa condition.
6.2

Usability Feedback

Overall, participants were all very interested in the Sherpa framework and praised our effort at combining computational steering
and visual analytics. All participants thought Sherpa Gene was very
useful for exploratory analysis, and 2 participants said that it was
even more helpful for search tasks, in which one needs to explore
multiple regions within the data, such as “find the region that has the
highest correlation between colon tumor and normal tissue.” One
participant mentioned that the prototype application “makes me motivated to control the computation,” essentially forming an analytical
partnership between the user and the computer [6]. When given
a task where participants needed to look into multiple regions to
find the answer, e.g., a search task, they would navigate to those
regions and get familiar with the results, which would be progressively computed based on the navigation. In other words, the use of
attention as a prompt conformed well with our participant’s intuition
when foraging for information [30]. Furthermore, one participant
said, “different orders of exploration [computations] may produce
more insights, which users can control easily [in Sherpa].” From
our observations, we also saw that participants often selected diverse
regions seemingly at random (many not related to the task) to merely
gain understanding about the data.
As for the conditions in the study, all five participants thought
the Sherpa condition was the superior one. Three stated that the
blocked condition with pre-loaded computations was not appropriate
because a common task is to just get a quick view of a small region
in the dataset, and they would not want to wait for all computation
to finish. One noted that pre-loading all computations in one shot
is not feasible. Pre-computing results may also incur unnecessary
waiting time since different tasks may need different computations.
Surprisingly, the progressive output condition was the least preferred condition. One participant claimed that he would not want to
use a tool without steering: “When I select a region, I’d like to see
the results [in that region], that’s the purpose of my selection.”

One participant also suggested the tool would be useful in the understanding of how disease correlates with gene regulations, where
analysts would navigate to genes with similar functionality on the
same disease but which may not be located closely w.r.t. position.
6.3 Points of Improvements
Participants also provided valuable suggestions on how our tool can
be improved. Two participants thought that it would be useful to
maintain a history of user-selected regions. This may be particularly
helpful for complex tasks that require comparing data across multiple
regions. In a way, our numerical integration of priority over time
does serve this purpose, as it will “remember” parts of the data space
the user has visited, and prioritize their computation.
Beyond that, some participants felt that our visualizations easily
become difficult to understand when the corresponding computations
are complex. While not strictly related to our method, it is true that
progressively updating visualizations exacerbates such complexity.
Finally, one participant also raised a concern about the trade-offs
between how much computational power the user wants to leverage
and how fast steering should work. While this is an interesting
question, it is beyond the scope of this paper.
7 S HERPA FOR S TOCK M ARKET DATA
We also present S HERPA S TOCK, which applies Sherpa to attentionbased market indicators for massive stock market data (Figure 6):
• Dataset: We use market data for a set of stocks on a daily basis,
including the stock name, price at opening/closing, high and
low prices during the day, and volume traded. The temporal
dimension is the Sherpa location. Our example here uses an
S&P 500 dataset,1 but obviously any such data can be used.
• Computation: We calculate several standard market indicators
on a daily basis using the dataset: moving averages, autocorrelation with specific lags, and cross-correlations between the
pairs of stocks. In order to fulfill the parallelizability requirement, our calculations must be independent of calculations for
other time points in the dataset. While this is not a concern, it
also means that several optimizations (for example, a global
moving average) cannot be used. With 500 stocks over 5 years,
our calculations usually take 8-10 seconds per day to complete.
• Visualization: Our implementation uses a single progressive
line graph visualization for different market indicators as well
as stock prices (Figure 6). The line graph will progressively fill
in with visual data points as the computations are completed.
Stock market analysis is often closely tied to positions in time.
For this reason, we use temporal navigation to steer the computation.
7.1 Steering Interface
The Sherpa steering interface in Sherpa Stock is located at the bottom
of the display (Figure 7). The data space view essentially provides
an overview of the full time period covered by the dataset as a
timeline. The navigation window is a light gray rectangle on top of
the data space, and moving or resizing this rectangle—by dragging
or rolling the mouse wheel—will change the position or extents of
the data in the main visualization window. In other words, using the
“overview+detail” model [15], the data space is the overview, and
the main line graph is the detail.
The data space shows a low-fidelity version of the stock market
index over the full time period. Furthermore, the data space will
show the actual plot for regions that the computations have finished,
an approximation line for those that the computations have not. The
exact order of the computation is obviously controlled by the Sherpa
1 https://www.kaggle.com/camnugent/sandp500

attention-based steering mechanism, but the entire data space will
eventually be filled in with exact data points when the computation
has finished for the whole dataset.
7.2

Implementation Notes

Sherpa Stock uses the same basic Sherpa framework and architecture as Sherpa Gene, including a client/server architecture based on
HTML5, JavaScript, and CSS3. The frontend uses Google Polymer
2.0 [31] for user interface and web components. The backend server
communicates with the client using a Python Flask interface. All
computations on stock market indicators are performed using a computational engine built in Python. The prototype uses a stock market
dataset stored as a local (uploaded) file; a realistic implementation
would instead query a financial data provider for full flexibility.
8

D ISCUSSION

Here we attempt to explain our results for implicit computational
steering and then discuss limitations of our work.
8.1

Explaining the Results

In the user study with Sherpa Gene, the framework provided a significant advantage for participants solving location-based tasks, particularly when the task involves searching through multiple regions.
Compared with only progressive visualization and pre-computed
conditions, participants were more engaged in the exploratory data
analysis process in the Sherpa condition. This is not surprising:
steering, even implicitly using navigation behavior, provides direct
control over the computation. With no steering, participants could
not see the outputs for a region until computation was finished.
However, we were somewhat surprised to see only a small difference between Sherpa and the pre-computed condition—the gold
standard, where all results were immediately available. One explanation is that in Sherpa Gene, the individual computations are
lightweight and can be finished quickly, which means that navigating to a specific region will quickly yield results. Initial results
would come in within just half a minute, which would not be much
slower than for the precomputed condition. A more time-consuming
server-side computation would not yield the same responsiveness.
Another surprising observation is that all participants preferred
the blocked over the progressive output condition. This indicates
that interaction is an essential part of PVA. These results cause
us to speculate that progressive visualization without steering may
actually have a negative effect on user experience. Of course, we did
not compare the output-only condition to a truly blocked condition
where the participants had to sit through a progress bar slowly filling
up for the entire duration of the computation.
8.2

Limitations

As mentioned before, the tasks in our evaluation were all locationbased questions. This was intentional to elicit findings specifically
about Sherpa’s steering functionality, but means that the study is not
fully representative of realistic genomics workflows. Future studies
should include more general and ecologically valid tasks.
While we are using a real-world genomics dataset [26], we selected our computations to be parallelizable so that they would fit
within the Sherpa framework, which is certainly not true of all algorithms used for functional genomics. Nevertheless, we believe they
were complex enough to generate realistic exploratory tasks that
enabled studying the utility of Sherpa. Besides, the visualization in
Sherpa Gene draw from the Epiviz framework [21], which has been
proven to be easily scalable and reusable to other genomics datasets.
As a result, however, our evaluation using Sherpa Gene involved
computations that merely lasted 5-6 minutes in total to finish. This
was a deliberate choice to balance the various conditions: it would
have been quite frustrating for our participants if we had forced them
to wait up to, say, 30 minutes to complete the trials in the progressive

Apple
Stock Index Price

S&P 500
Stock Index Price

Google
Stock Price

Steering Control

Data Space View
Figure 6: Example of the Sherpa Stock application being used to calculate market indicators for 10 years of the S&P 500 stocks. This image
shows three visualizations within the focused region: S&P 500 index, Apple, and Google stock price. The bottom overview visualization is the
data space view that user controls the gray navigation window.

Text shows current focused date

Approximation line
computation unfinished

Current focus region

Region finished
computation

Figure 7: Detail of the Sherpa Stock timeline. The line graph
visualization shows a stock market index—the S&P 500 in this
case—as an abstraction of the stock market behavior over time.
The gray rectangle shows the position of the navigation window.
Unfinished regions will show a straight line as an approximation.

output condition. Needless to say, it is trivial to add on a significant
amount of computation for genomic data such as this. In fact, our
Sherpa Gene tool is built to be modular and extensible so that it can
easily be customized with the computations our users require.
You could even argue that a more realistic setting would require
participants in the blocked condition to sit and stare at a progress
bar while the computation completed. Such an approach is, after all,
currently dominant in tools such as this. Again, we chose to skip the
waiting stage entirely and instead merely presented the final result in
the interest of making our participants’ experience less frustrating.
Finally, utilizing navigation behavior for computational steering
is susceptible to a variant of the “Midas touch” problem in HCI [40]:
distinguishing between interaction for exploration (implicit) vs. interaction for selection (explicit). Put differently, some navigation
behavior may not be a direct indication of interest, but rather merely
a form of epistemic action [22] (cf. pragmatic ones) that helps the analyst get an overview of the dataset. We saw indications of this in our
study: some participants would idly “click around” on the ideogram
bar to view various regions. We see this as a caution against attempting to infer too much from navigation behavior alone.

9

C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

While the emergent research topic of progressive visual analytics
(PVA) provides an exciting, realistic, and future-proof method for
managing even massive datasets in an interactive workflow [11, 47],
existing PVA systems have—with a few exceptions [1, 14]—largely
left the input side of the equation unexplored. To remedy this, we
have proposed the S HERPA method for computational steering in
PVA based on user navigation, thus eliminating the need for the
analyst to explicitly control the computation order. We implemented
two use case examples with genomic data (Sherpa Gene) and stock
market data (Sherpa Stock). Results from our expert review with
bioinformaticians using Sherpa Gene for genomics analysis provide
empirical validation for our approach; while obviously having immediate access to computational results is preferable, our participants
felt that the Sherpa model was more empowering and efficient than
merely seeing progressive visual updates. We also presented another
illustrative example of how the Sherpa model could be applied to
financial stock market data evolving over time.
In the future, we intend to explore the Sherpa model further,
including applying it to new datasets and computations, integrating
it with an insight notification system [6], and investigating additional
implicit computational steering mechanisms beyond navigation. We
are also interested in studying how mining attention using Sherpa
can be best realized for collaborative data analysis.
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